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SITELLE
Preliminary Testing of the Flat Fielded Focal Planes
The SITELLE corrector lenses received in the spring were installed on the cryostats in June (Figure 1). An
opportunity to test the optics on sky did not arrive until September, although lab testing in August
indicated that no major issues were present and that at least the on-axis performance was unaffected.
The on-sky engineering test on September 12 showed that the corrector was operating as designed,
however the poor transparency and variable seeing conditions on that night meant that the on-axis IQ
was slightly degraded from our comparison images from before the change was made. Nevertheless,
since the IQ at the edge of the field was markedly improved, we saw no issue with proceeding with the
change made into the science run at the end of September. Also, the IQ obtained during the
engineering run was sufficiently good to allow the tilt of the CCDs to be removed. The piston between
the CCD cameras was identified later and removed and tested using an artificial star, off-sky.

Results from the first science run after installation of the flat field correctors
A through-focus sequence in the C3 filter (511 – 556 nm bandpass) was taken during the late September
science campaign, in good seeing conditions for a crowded stellar field. The improvement to the IQ,
compared to even what was seen after the instrument tilt correction made in 2018, is clearly seen when
comparing the encircled energy diameter (EED) maps in Figures 2 to 4. In what follows, any quantities
quoted correspond to port 1 although the difference between the EED maps for the two ports is now
much smaller.
The top right corner of each port’s field of view still shows the worst IQ, with an 80% encircled energy
diameter (EED) of 1.1”, however this remains a marked improvement over the 80% EED of 1.7” from
before the corrector was installed. Even more impressive are the 50% EED maps; the 50% EED of 0.8”–
1.1” seen in the corners before the corrector was installed, has been reduced to 0.6”–0.7” with the
correctors in place. Note that the 50% EED metric is equivalent to FWHM assuming a Gaussian PSF
profile. From the SITELLE Science Based Requirements Document of 2011:
2.3.1–Image quality
The panchromatic image quality in wide--‐band filters (200 nm) shall be no worse than 1.0’’ (PSF
FWHM) at the edge of the field (in the corners of the CCDs). Image quality in the central circular
field (5’ radius) shall be no worse than 0.8’’ (PSF FWHM).
With the improvements made both in 2018 and this year, the optics now easily achieve this requirement
over the entire field. More importantly, the more stringent 80% EED is now seen to be below 0.9”–1.0”
over the central 5’ field, vs. 1.2”–1.6” which means that we also meet the intent of the IQ requirement,
which assumes a roughly Gaussian PSF profile without significant energy in the wings of the PSF.
Specifically, the 80%-EED of a Gaussian PSF has a diameter of 1.53 times the FWHM, or 1.22” for the
0.8” FWHM criterion – at 1”, the 80% EED is now well below this requirement.

What may seem surprising is that the EED maps show a marked improvement of the near on-axis IQ as
well; from 1.2” down to 0.8” for the 80% EED. A similar improvement is seen when comparing images
from before and after the instrument tilt adjustment made in 2018. In that case, the reduction was
from 1.4” down to 1.2” for the 80% EED. Although one must be careful in comparing images from
different runs due to variable seeing conditions, it is important to note that we have been aware of
problems achieving focus using the 2-step focus algorithm since delivery of SITELLE. It is likely that the
improvements of the on-axis IQ, first seen in 2018 with the instrument tilt adjustment, and now with the
field flatteners installed, is due to the focus curve being better behaved over the field (2018 tilt
adjustment), or in the latter case, from the average best-focus now being identical to that of the center
field now that the field is flatter. We had anticipated this on-axis improvement of the IQ as being the
primary benefit provided by the field correctors, and we are heartened to see that this has been
achieved.
Note that SITELLE’s field of view has been reduced by 2.6% with the correctors installed. The diameters
in arc-seconds of the EED plots take this plate-scale change into account. For reference SITELLE’s
current plate scale is 0.3114”/pixel.

Figure 1: Field flattening lens being installed as the cryostat window in the clean room.

Figure 2: Top: Before corrector lens installation, but after instrument tilt adjustment made in 2018. Bottom: After corrector lens
installation. PORT 1 encircled energy diameter (EED) maps calculated from a crowded star field. Black circles indicate stars
selected for the analysis, the diameter of the circles scales with the source intensity.

Figure 3: Top: Before corrector lens installation, but after instrument tilt adjustment made in 2018. Bottom: After corrector lens
installation. PORT 2 encircled energy diameter map calculated from a crowded star field. Black circles indicate stars selected for
the analysis, the diameter of the circles scales with the source intensity.

Figure 4: Top: Before 2018 instrument tilt adjustment. RIGHT: After corrector lens installation. PORT 1 encircled energy diameter
map calculated from a crowded star field. Black circles indicate stars selected for the analysis, the diameter of the circles scales
with the source intensity.

PSF images and cross-sections
For the benefit of those who find looking at images or PSF cross-sections more intuitive, we have also
included these here. Figure 5 shows images of the average PSF taken over a 6x6 grid with a linear
intensity scale. Median PSF cross-sections taken along the radial and tangential directions of the PSF
(i.e. relative to the field center) are shown in Figure 6 for different image regions.

Figure 5: Left: Average PSF before corrector installation in the SN3 (red - Hα) filter. Right: Average PSF after corrector installation
in the C3 (green) filter. Image scale units are pixels (i.e. not corrected for the before/after plate-scale difference). Plots courtesy
of Simon Prunet.

Status of the metrology system upgrades and other
No significant work has been done on troubleshooting why modulation efficiency (ME) varies slowly
with time and flexure of the instrument. However, the impact of this effect on the reduced spectra is
subtle and difficult to characterize. We have detailed plans to upgrade the metrology receivers as
reported in May, however this is contingent on budget priorities as its advantages are primarily those of
increased reliability, ease of troubleshooting and robustness (no single-mode fiber connections during
instrument exchange). The instrument will continue to function well without this upgrade as long as
knowledgeable staff are present to keep the metrology system tuned. The cost will be $5000 in
materials, one person week to implement, and a further week to test.
Improvements to the connections on the cryo system are in the works to effectively remove the
possibility of serious leaks of the refrigerant gas during exchanges, which has been a common problem
over the last year. A fill manifold will be installed at the compressors to simplify the refrigerant
recharging process and allow for fills easily on exchange days, when this is necessary.

Figure 6: Comparison of PSF cross-sections from before (red), and after (blue), installation of the corrector. Top set of graphs is
the cross-section for the PSF collapsed along the axis perpendicular to that crossing through the center of the field (i.e. these are
radial cuts through the PSF). The negative coordinate axis is toward the field center. The effect of the “comatic” radial flaring of
the PSF in the image corners is evident in these cross-sections. The bottom graph is the cross-section of the PSF collapsed in the
direction perpendicular to the radial cut, which is roughly bilaterally symmetric, as expected. The graphs represent the average
PSF over blocks of size 1/9th x 1/9th of the image plane. Only a 5x5 sample of these blocks is shown. The graph positions follow
the same orientation conventions as a SITELLE FITS image viewed in DS9.

Status of the port 1 CCD “dust” contamination reported in May
While installing the field flattening lenses, the opportunity was taken to remove the contamination
present on the CCD in port 1. The contamination turns out to have been small spots of a greasy
substance that did not dissolve in methyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol or acetone, but was easily dissolved
by toluene. Our best guess is that this substance was some type of vacuum grease. It is not understood
where this contamination originated and why it was not present on the port 2 CCD. The cleaning had no
noticeable adverse effects on the CCD, but the cosmetics of the port 1 flat field image were noticeably
improved.

Spirou-Espadons Co-mounting
A study of the feasibility of co-mounting Spirou and Espadons for simultaneous observation is being
actively pursued. The use-case for this configuration was investigated by an intern, Austin Jennings, at
CFHT in 2018. The conceptual design is driven by the following considerations:






Polarization effects at the dichroic beam-splitter and fold mirrors need to be compensated for,
so that each fold must be implemented as a pair of mirrors rotated about their optical axis by
90°.
Space constraints associated with the minimum two pairs of fold mirrors for the path feeding
each instrument, and the desire to maintain the as-built g-vectors experienced by both
instruments
Throughput losses associated with the fold optics favor having the infrared instrument, Spirou,
in reflection off the dichroic beam-splitter.

A near-to-scale diagram showing the current concept is shown in Figure 7. The concept is likely to
require minor modifications to both Spirou and Espadons, machining off small sections of the mounting
flange on each instrument, although this has yet to be confirmed. In Figure 7, the mounting flanges of
the two instruments are drawn as overlapping and the fold optics are partially buried in the Cassegrain
bonette as far as possible (without major modifications to the Bonette design). Also, the Spirou
calibration feed would have to be relocated to the Cassegrain bonette fold, not only to provide
additional space, but also to ensure that the calibration light enters the instrument before the fold
mirrors. A full 3D model of the envelope of both instruments is necessary at this point to determine
what modifications, if any, are necessary to the instruments.
Andy Sheinis has contacted vendors for the dichroic coatings. Once a coating design is selected, its
polarization effects will be characterized using a model developed by Jenny Atwood at NRC Herzberg.
The concept’s effect on throughput will also be considered at that time.

MKAM: Mauna Kea Atmospheric Monitor
CFHT plans to continue maintenance of the MKAM for the benefit of CFHT as well as the broader Mauna
Kea astronomical community beyond our contract expiring this year. Any new contract will take into
consideration the difficulty of maintaining the obsolete hardware and software. Multiple spares for
many components are in hand at CFHT, so continued operation of MKAM remains secure in the medium
term. The dome will be serviced in the coming weeks to replace its aging fabric cover.

Figure 7: Concept for mounting Spirou (left) and Espadons (right) for simultaneous spectroscopic observation in the visible and
near infrared. The chromatism of the dichroic fold, which is in transmission for the Espadons path, is compensated for by
fabricating the dichroic from two optically contacted or cemented glass elements. A small tilt at the glass interface allows for
correction of two colors over Espadons bandpass. Further analysis is required to determine if this correction is at an acceptable
level to avoid introducing systematic effects in the Espadons spectrum.

